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How to Succeed in Folk Singing
-story, illustrations on page 3

'The Days of Dylan Thomas'
-book review on page 4

Also
Graduate Art Show
An exhibition of an work by graduating graduate students
in the SIU Department of Art will open Thursday evening
at the Mr. and Mrs. John Russell Mitchell Gallery. Photos
of representative works. along with pictures of several
of the artists. appear on this page and pages two and six.
A list of student exhibitors appears in a story on page two.
'RENAISSANCE MAN·
BY ALBERT GOAD

GRADUATE ART STUDENT JEAN LANG WITH PAINTINGS SHE WILL EXHIBIT
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Art Show Opening Thursday
Displays Works of Graduates

WELDED STEEL STRUCTURE BY JOHN HERIC

A group of graduate stu!;Ients in the Department of
Art for the past two years
has been studying and exploring the diverse uses of
various media for selfexpression.
The
results
of their
experimentation
will
be
demonstrated in an exhibition
of representative arc works
at the Mr. and Mrs. John
Russell Mitchell Gallery in
the Home Economics Building
beginning next Thursday evening and continuing through
June 16.
The show is the first of
wrat is planned to be an annual
exhibit of graduating graduate
student art. The opening of
the exhibit at 7 p.m. Thursday
will include a reception with
refreshments in the Family
Living Lounge.
The exhibition is designed to
permit students to display
their works as a reflection of
their interest and the possibilities in the various art
media. It also aims at reflecting the direction graduate stu-

dent art experimentation has
taken since eacb student bas
come to SIU.
About 40 works will be displayed by the 13 students who
will graduate this month or
next August. Included in the
display will be paintings,
sculpture, pottery, drawings,
etchings and jewelry.
The students represent a
sampling of artistic talent
from throughout the United
States. They bave come to SIU
from New York. Massachusetts, Indiana, Arizona, as
well as Illinois.
Most of the graduates are
planning to teach art in their
particular field on the college
level.
The students who will exhibit are:
Michael F. Croft, Gerrita
DeRuiter, Vincent DiMattio,
.rohn Gee, Albert W. Goad,
Robert J. Hat"ding, John Heric,
William Hoare, Jean Lang,
Larry Peters. Russell K.
Roller, Cyril Schlosser and
J ames Wright.

Gallery Hours
The Mr. and Mrs. John
Russell '..fitchell Gall e r y
hours Q]'::
Monday through Friday10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday night - 6:30 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12
p.m.
Sunday - 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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'It Ain't What You Do. .. '

Mastering the Art of the Folk Song
(Editor's Note: Joseph F. Thomas, a sophomore
photography major from College Park, Ga., here examines
the art of folk singing. Folk singing devotees are asked
to refrain from smashing Thomas' typewriter-or for that
matter, his camera.)

There is a trend today to the folk song. Anists such as
the Kingston Trio; Peter, Paul and Mary; Bob Dylan, and
Daphnis Eumolpus have revived this an form to its
deserved status.
In keeping up with the times, every iorward-thinking
young person should become familiar witb tbe technique
in presenting the folk song. Our purpose is to give the
background and instruction needed to acquire tbis mastery.
The first imponant tool to the folk singer and/or
writer is his instrument. The generally accepted instrument
is the guitar, althougb tbe clavicbord or bagpipe are good
substitutes. It is not necessary to be able to play the
mstrument, but one should learn to hold it properly so
as to convey his "image" to his audience.

The anist's hair is of utmost importance. A few of the
accepted hair styles:

'BRAMBLE BUSH'

'mE UNKNOWN'

'SOFT STRING'

Eacb style may be worn by male or female singers.
A final note on personal appearance: Shoes should never
be worn. Sandals are acceptable. But for that genuine
.ethnic image, bare feet are recommended.

ACCEPTABLE
BETTER YET
As for the singing itself. little can be said. A good
voice need not be considered an insurmountable obstacle.
If one bas a good VOice. it can-witb practice-be suppressed. It should be remembered however, that the folk
singer should sound as woeful and unhappy as possible.
As a suggestion. we recommend having an unsuccessful
love affair befo",;; eacb performance.

LIKE TlUS
Also imponant in the performer's "image" is his
personal appearance. To sing ethnic one must appear
ethnic. An effective way to achieve this is to run clothing
through a cement mixer.

HELPFUL

Now for the most difficult pan-writing the folk song.
The chording. melody and harmony in folk music are most
easily created if the aspiring composer knows nothing about
music. Such knowledge spoils "natural creativity." which
can only be achieved through raw impulse.

IMPOSSIBLE
The words of the song should tell a story, unless the
writer strives to become neo-ethnic. At any rate. the
last word of each line should not rhyme. as this tends
to sound "phony:' The meter of the lines should be free.
To confine the meter to a repeated pattern is, of course,
unforgivable.
A sample of free folk verse:
CLOTHING CARE

Also, if possible. the singer should grow a beard. If
this is not possible, a dirty face will suffice.

ONE OF THESE WILL DO

Sto", by JM."hf.

Oh
Hey day fiddle mo humm,
My love has left me
all
alone and
crying,
oh ho,
And
My favorite girl is
·gone, hey
fiddle day
The possibilities are elldless.
Now that you have the know-how. forget it. Your folk
song should be original and un-spoiled. Remember that
the most imponant factor in folk singing is that it be
impulsive and/or repulsive.

Tho~,..;on''''I.;<k

Noel
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Dylan Thomas:
A Visit Ended Too Soon

The Daily Egyptian Book Scene:

The Days of Dylan Thomas. by
Bill Read and RoBie McKenna.
McGraw-Hill.
New York:
1964. 184 pp. $5.95.
The melancholy ending to
Dylan Thomas' life came in
St. Vincent's Hospital. New
York City. on Nov. 9. 1953.
He bad just completed his
fourth poetry-reading tour of
the United States and. in the
later words of his wife.
Caitlin, had been finally killed
by the kindness of Americans.
Translated. this means he
drank himself to death in
/.merica.
And so he did. But the breakdown had been coming for
some years and when he died
at the early age of 39, a broken.
physical wreck. he had nonetheless reached the heights of
poetic grandeur that made
many see in him the greatest
lyric Poet in English since
Shelley.
This Welshman was certainly the greatest of our time.
He was also, in this age of
"cultural explosion:' the
most Widely heard. appreciated and lionized. here
_P...... tINt boolt
and
in Britain. His public
''WITH WATER PRAYING AND CALL OF SEAGULL AND ROOK"
readings enchanted all who

'Op' Goes the Easel

Artful Politics in the Art World
wce Try. by Thomas Baird.
ew York: Harcourt, Brace
& World. Inc. 1965. 280 pp.
$4.95.
The purpose of this exuberantly satiric novel about
the ins and outs of New York's
art world seems to be that
even an area as sacrosanct
as art is subject to the same
excesses of political machinations, pseudo-serious collectors, dilettl'ntish financial interests and erotic encounters
between odd characters as
other areas of civilization.
To be sure, this is not new.
as Mr. Baird's three earlier
novels (also about the art
World) indicated, and, on a
non-fictional level. as Theodore Shaw's amusing compilation of statements about
art. ' f Art is a Giant Dru _
Store." indicates. I.lt ice
ill, as an intensely funny boo
aoout the manipulations involved in control of the arts,
surpasses all of these. as the
autbor both knowledge~ly and
competently takes the reAder
through one of the wildest collections of artistic horrors
ever conceived.
The plot concerns an
impending vacancy on a
powerful committee which
pretty much determines the
taste in contemporary art, and
of the opposing forces wishing
to place their own candidate
on the committee. The main
contenders
are Harry
Pickens. a "nouveau riche"
Sioux City feed dealer whose
narcotic pills for poultry has
made his fortune, and Horace
Bessarior.. head of the safeand-lock empir;::.
The committee secretary
plays both these forces-and
others-~gainst each other for
her own benefit. and a motley
collection of other characters
runs in and out of the novel.
There is. for instance,
Hexie
Sessarion. Horace's
wife, "her raven hair knotted
as always around the wellknown silver spike that President Garfield. shortly before
his assassination, had driven
into one end of the Stonington.

Penobscot and Orono R:lilroad. She wore, as her only
other ornament, a necklace
made out of a flounder's backbone that had been dipp:'!d in
gold and bent r.o fit her neck."
And later. she turns up with a
purse made of a mummified
armadillo.
An unknown artist. to be
eXhibited at a new gallary,
turns out to be an habitual
drunk and sometime communist (who had learned, a
quarter -century earlier. that
"malt does more than Engels
can").
His visions. caused by perpetual dt's. serve as one of
the most ridiculous parts of
the book. Constantly obsessed
with
animals.
especially
squirrels. chasing around, he

r\eviewadby
Paul Schlueter,
Department of English
creates an animated sqUirrel
cage in which the animals are
forced by heat and electrical
current to perform in certain
ways. and this, along with such
other exhibits as a mess of
neon tubing and an electrically
charged mass of metal, constitute the exhibit.
In fact, it is the exhibit
itself which is at the center
of this book and which serves

_ _ thebo . .

DYLAN Wlm SMALL CIGAR

heard him, and his recordings
remain his living orchestration of himself and the other
poets whose work he read.
This is a remarkable little
book. It is a "pictorial biography" put together by Bill
Read in prose and Rollie McKenna in photographS. It is a
detailed record of fact and picture. done tenderly and tastefully, with only passing attention to the crazy qUilt of
stories about Thomas and
total attention to the story of
Thomas. There was enough of
the Thomas legend in his lifetime to eliminate the need to
embroider or embellish it in
his biography.
What these authors haVe
done, very sensibly. is follow
his life, show us pictures and
gi ve us some of his great
poems in their proper place.
We . get glimpses known already to us and familiar in the
literature on Thomas. But they
bring thi "gs together so neatly
and intimately that we are
struck over and over by the
terror of Dylan Thomas' very
existence and growth.
What might be a 'normal'
biographical essay with pictures comes through as a
painful journey to the end. The
final phase is only natural. it
seems.
The end for this man was a
horror as well as a blessing.
The Welsh poet who looked
first !ike an angel ("Oh Dylan
-the last time I saw you, you
were an angel," remarks a
woman who had not seen him
for 10 years) becomes more
and more the pitiable wreck
who knew he was running out
of time and wanted to run

as the culminating climax of
a series of farCical incidents.
While all the avant-garde
artistic
mechanisms are
functioning and while thl) usual
art-patrons and the press respectfully gawk. two uninvited
groups. each sicced on the
exhibit by one of the warring
factions, bar g I: S in and
commits mayhem.
First there il> the DBL
(Dumb BrothHi:I League), who
are properly offended at the
thought of squirrels. cats and
dogs and even a piranha fish.
being used for an art exhibit.
And their antagonists are the
group called SANE (Society
for the Advancement of
Necessary Evils), which, as a
scientific sort of group, would
seem to have no real artistic
purpose either, other than that
the group's leader indicates
that they are' 'bridging the two
cultures."
The confrontation between
and subsequent police involvement in these two groups'
clash consitute one of the
funniest scenes in contemporary writing.
What makes all of this the
more impressive is that the
author is himself an accomplished art teacher and
has served on the staffs of
several museums. Hence his
satire is the more meaningful ~ by Daniel Defoe. New
and authentic.
York: Dolphin Books. 1964.
339 pp. $1.25.

IW·F. ROOD

faster. He never ran out of
poetry.
Under Milk Wood. his poetic
drama, was completed while
the cast was waiting for the
curtain to rise for the first
New York performance. It
nevel" was improved upon in
later. less hectiC revision.
His wife and four children
could have made a comfortable
life from his earnings as a
poet. As things went. their life
was one storm after another.
Dylan made the money. but
neither he nor Caitlin could
keep it.
T .S. Eliot in his publishing
house-he was an admirer of
Thomas-was not the image
for Thomas who was meant, it
seems. to go fast and to rage
against going. What he left us
is incomparably beautiful, and

Reviewed by
Thomas E. Cassidy,
Depa rtment of English
poSSibly the most cherished
lines are in his "Poem in
October":
And there could I marvel
my birthday
Away but the weather turned
around. And the true
Joy of the long dead child
sang burning
In the sun.
It was my thirtie~h
Year to heaven stood there
~hen in the summer noon
Thougl) the town below lay
leaved
with
October
blood.
o may my heart's truth
Still be sung
On this high hill in a year's
turning.
McGraw-Hill publishes this
work almost as a scenario.
The poetry selections are just
right; the prose commentary
is exact and pointed; the photographs are touching. All in all.
this is an affectionate and
valuable addition to the
Thomas story: a straight biographical auxiliary to John
Malcolm
Brinnin's Dy\an
Thomas in America: to Cait in
Thomas' lamentation, l&fr.:
over Life to Km· and to ~
by Sydney Michael.s. ViIiICJi;
With Alec Guinness. brought
back quickly and wonderfully
to the stage the life of a poet
who had gone, not so long
ago, but who never, never
should have gone so soon.

Upstaged by 'Fanny,' 'Lady,'
Roxana Still Has a Little Life

"All imaginable care bas
been taken to keep clear of
indecencies and immodest expressions," the author promises in his preface. Even so.
the picaresque tale of Roxana The Fortunate Mistress:
shocked and embarrassed its
readers.
That was in 1724. The novel
then was an island of realism
anu life-like facts to readers
accustomed to fantasies and
proper courtly tales. Now, in
a society that has read FaiCY
l!il!.. the two "Tropic" boo s,
and Lady Chatterly, this new
paperback edition of Roxana
will shock no one.
--On one lev-I. the story can
be ·read 'as a social commen-

tary on the life and morals
of 18th Century England. On
another, it is simply the history of how a Wife, mother
of five. reacts when left penniless by a worthless husband.
Originally a conscientious.
almost scrupulous, woman.
Roxana succumbs to a life of
affluence and high adventure
as the mistress of landlon!s
and princes, merchants and
lords. And in the 18th century
spirit of romance. the novel
ends with a happy marriage
after her repentance for a
life of wickedness.
Often rambling. occasionally reperitious, sometimes
even humorless-but told by
its heroine, a female rogue,
the story is robust and lifelike ••• and never dull.
Judith M. Roales
Wilmington, Del.
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Passages From Albert Schweitzer

Problems of the Human Spirit
Reverence for Life:
An
Anthoio~v of Writin~s, by
Albertchweitzer. E ited by
Thomas Kiernan. New York:
Philosophical Library, 1965.
74 pp. $2.75.

ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

Biography
Spotlights
Physicist
Robert Oppenheimer' The
Man and His Theories by
MIchel Rouze. translated by
Patrick Evans. New York:
Paul S. Eriksson, Inc •• 1965.
171 pp. $5.
This book is described as
one in a seri<!s of biographies
of contemporary scientists,
others in the series being
Sigmund Freud, Albert EInstein, Ivan Pavlov. Louis Pasteur. Frederic Joliot-Curie,
Enrico Fermi and Teilhard de
Chardin.
It's an ambitious project to
put into simple language in a
short volume the complex
theories and thoughts of as
complex a man as Robert 0ppenheimer. And this effort is
not altogether successful.
While the translation has
stiffened the prose somewhat,
it is suspected that the fault
lies primarily in the author's
attempt to eXJ.lain superfiCially what can only be
understood in depth.
Nevertheless, the book may
have sufficient refer en c e
value to be a useful addition
to a school library to furnish
researchers with access to
facts about the Manhattan Project, which developed the
atomic bomb, and its laboratory's first director. Considerable space is also devoted to Oppenheimer's trials
with the AtomiC Energy Committee and what can happen
when a liberal intellectual gets
mixed up in modern politics.
Unfortunately the author's
recitation of facts throws no
new understanding on the
complicated
Oppenheimer
personality or his often baffling behavior. In fact Rouze's
comments may leave some
readers more puzzled than
ever.
Sample: "A sudden touch of
mysticism, it is true, is to
be found he:-e and there in
Oppenheimer's thinking: the
fact that his thought is so far
removed from a povertystricken mechanistic determinism gives all the more
weight to his disdainful condemnation of tuppeny-ha'penny metaphysics."
This from a book which the
dust jacket claims "high
school and college students •••
will find absorbing reading."
In addition to the biographical chapters, a portion of the
book contains selected writings and lectures and eight
pages of photographs of hiswrical interest.
Horace B. Barks
St. Louis, Mo.

(Editor's Note: A. Berry
Crawford, author of the following reView, spent two
years in the Peace Corps in
Senegal during which time he
visited Lambarene and spoke
at length with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer• Mr. Crawford is a
graduate student at SIU.)
In this little volume Thomas
Kiernan has gathered together
various passages from Dr.
Schweitzer's writings in order
to acquaint the public with
Schweitzer's " concern for the
problems
of the human
spirit."
The seleCtions are representative of much of what is
important in Schweitzer's
social and ethical philosophy.
but their manner of presentation and the organization of
the book as a whole make this
anthology something less than
praiseworthy.
A good introduction would
have improved the boole considerably. Dr. Schweitzer has
written whenever he has found
the time over a period of 60
years. The result is a prolific
output, but a somewhat disorganized, unsystematic presentation of certain key

ideas that have been Dr,
Schweitzer's deep and lasting
concern.
Any anthology which hopes
to communicate Schweitzer's
message must not only contain
carefully-selected passages
but must offer a critical
editorial interpretation and be
well- organized
as
well.
Schweitzer him s elf has
acknowledged
the unsystematic state of his writings
and has intended for some 30
years to present his thought
systematically in a successor
volume to his two-volume
work, The Philosophy gf
Civilization.
Unfortunately,
however, this third volume
will never be written.
There is a need for a wellorganized. well-edited anthology. and one may sympathize with Kiernan's desire to
better acquaint Americans
With Schweitzer the philosopher.
If Mr. Kiernan's anthology
does not measure up to a high
standard, it is not simply because it fails to achieve a unity
and coherence of ideas. For
example. Schweitzer'S main
philosophical work, ~
losophy of Civilization was
not consulted, and Kiernan did
not indicate from what works
and pages the selections were
taken. This is an omission
likely to discourage reading in
the original texts.

DR. ALBERT SCHWEITZER

Mississippi Moonshine
And a Modern Quixote

Rainbow by th" IBfiYou, by Ken books of the year. His proKraft. PhHade p 1a: Chilton tagonist, Lochinvar Bowers,
Books, 1965. 278 pp. $4.95. is a latter day Don Quixote
whose dreams are frequently
This first novel bv Ken invaded by a puckish maiden
Kraft is one of the delightful from outer space who might
be straight out of one of Thorne
Smith's whimsical ya.. Its of
the i;:ms.
Add to this combination the
conflict of the natives of the
piney woods along Missisand the measures of his social in our 20th Century society. Sippi'S Gulf Coast and agroup
The reader will find his dis- of well-heeled retired famiand moral effectiveness."
An examination of the cussion of Politics and Public lies from the North, and the
materials of rhetoric in terms Addrees especially stimu- result is a gentle satire that
of certain value systems and lating. This section repre- averages at least a chuckle
their implications affords the sents Dr. Baird at his best in a page.
a\!thor opportunity to bring to both thinking and writing.
As might be expected, there
bear important principles that
His chapter on Ethical Res- are drawbacks to Bayouford,
give new meaning to the tra- ponsibilities is refreshing. In the earthy Eden. nestled
dition9.1 elements of invention, an age when we seem to have
arrangement, style and de- forgotten much that is im.
livery which are examined portant in this area and when Reviewed by
in the light of th~ accumulated we seem to be floundering
knowledge of the ce~turies and badly in our search for di- Charles C. Clayton,
rection. with steady hand
and clear mind and Without Department of Journalism
Reviewed by
equivocation, Dr. Baird gives
dUe-crion and meaning to dis- among the pines and the pecan·
E. E. Bradley,
course i!1 a free society.
groves. The newcomers di'6P.~
This volum~ should prove
Acting Chairman,
popular With sturit:nt'l of rhe- cover that remodeling the
antebellum
houses of the area
Department of Speech
toric as well as with t;i0se
interested In an evaluation of !.'Ioes not solve the problems of
ancienl plumbing, termites
with h~avy reliance on the the role and meaning of com- and even the perth; Qf~~issis
munication in its historical
classical writer.
sippi moonshine. Lochinvar
perspective
and
in
terms
of
The approach to these is
Bowers, who is as likeable as
clearly delineated by the its implications for our he is naive, possesses an insociety today and the future.
author when he states:
grown prejudice against work
"Some problems may be
and he resists stoutly, though
trivial, easily solved, ennot successfully, against bedured, or forgotten. The more
r
coming the indispensable man
of the community.
~~8or~~~t ~~~! ~~::l!t ~~~
The author lived for several
flection. These arc the issues
Current best sellers as
years
on the Gulf Coast of
that evoke the philosopher-a com p i led by Publisher's
Mississippi and both the
person who reflects sys- Weekly:
setting
of his story and the
tematically in the face of these
FICTION
people in it are as convincing
broader questions."
~erzog. by Saul Bellow
liS they are delightful to meet.
This in brief, describes just
urry Sundown. by K.B.
The humor ma~' be a little
what Dr. Baird does in this Gilden
The Man. by Irving Wallace slapstick at times. but there
book. And as a scholar without
is
sympathy ratherthan venom
peer in this field, no one is
The Rector of Justin. by
in the author's satire and the
bener equipped to make such Louis Auchmcloss
an examination.
This Rough Magic, by Mary plot holds the reader's interest until Lochinvar tilts
Having taught and studit'd Stewart
at his final windmill.
in this area for more than
NONFICTION
Although this is the author's
half a century, Dr. Baird
Markings by Dag Hammarfirst novel, it is his sixth
brings to bear his broad back- skjold
ground of knowledge and
Reminiscences,
by G~'n. book and he has been .1 frequent contributor to magaunderstanding as well as Douglas MacArthur
his persepective and exQueen Victoria b}' Eliza- zines. t\ native of St. LOUiS,
he was a reporter for the St.
perience based upon years of beth Longford
observation to examine the
The Founding father, by LOUis Globe-Democrat and a
public relati,)ns man in Sr.
basic tenets of the rhetol-ical Richard J. Whelan
<Iiscipline in such a way as·to· . Sixpence in Her Shoe by Louis and ~ew York before' he
turned tu [re'e l.lr1cc' \\'riTing.
make it meaningful and useful PhylliS jvlcGinley

SID's A. Craig Baird

'Rhetoric. A. Philosophical Inquiry'
Rhetoric: A PhilosophjcalIn~uiry. by A. Craig Baird.
ew York: The Ronald Press
Co., 1965. 246 pp. $4.75.
This treatise examines the
traditional theories of rhetoric in the light of modem
philosophical trends and inquires into the area of comunication as it relates to the
various disciplines.
The author. distinguished
visiting professor of speech
at SIU. states his purpose and
method in the preface as
attempting:
"To frame and develop a
r-hilosophy of rhetoric. Philosophy, as I apply it here, is
a method of inquiry into important problems in any field,
an approach of intellectual
severity and independence ...
The philosopher attempts to
relate the separate aspects of
knowledge and experience to
a common character and end.
"In addition, he would explore the relationship of knowledge to ultimate values. He
inquires into the responsibilities of the communicator

A_ CRAIG BAIRD

Week's Ton Books
Across the Nation
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By F. Duquenne
what remains of love is a round and brassy doorhandle
found lying in thP. dusty doorways of abandoned tenements
those
once there
made finds
everyone was turning love and walking in
lately
love has been in and out
and in
andou(
on a street where there are many finekept houses without
doors
and in
and out
and
everyone is thinking bow warming it must have been
to have had a door to close or
to have had a knob to turn to
nottomentionall
that doors must have ~en for
now
amid imagined doors and faked slammings
who can say how long glasshearts will last or
what miracle product
will shine the milky windows of the soul

-_1IF1IlU_.c
UNTITLED WORK BY JOHN GEE
MACHINES JOYFULLY AT PLAY

I

Added to the Shelves:
'The Hard Winners'

IIi!_1~,.
t

THEATER
New books add ed to
Browsing Room shelves at
American
PI~s anc PlayMorris Library:
wrights of theontemporary
CURRENT EVENTS
I heatre, Allan Lewis
What Became of Gunner
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE
~ Hans Hellmut Kirst
The Empty Day. Richard
The Great Sahara, James
Lockndge
An American Dream. Nor- Howard Wellard
Our National Parks in
man Mailer
The Lost Children. Ana ~Devereaux
human vitality that stalks our
AD
Area of Darkness,
overloaded streets full of Maria Matute
Bruno Santini. Vasco Prato- Vidiadhar Surajpar.;sad Naithings old academies prefer
paul
lint
not to call ·'art."
The Hard Winners, John E.
But art is some sort of
MISCELLANEOUS
human action tending to make Quirk
images of a moving nature I~~iSh~wOf a Summer Day.
Old Saint louis :lomes.
out of the mileu of human and
1790-1865. Elinor Martineau
It Can't Always be Caviar. Coyle
unhuman nature. These Gee
machines joyfully play with Johannes Mario Simmel
War of Amazing Love,
People of the Book David Frank Charles Lauback
the excitement and the joylessness of the atomic, super- Stacton
HISTORY
sonic, Disneyland mechanical
HUMOR
way.
Iwo Jima Richard F. NewarJ~i::.c~:ra~~~
Raid.
RichGoad pushes the rnillenniumcomb
old heartbeat of stone and wood
The King and His Court,
MUSIC
to the pulsating surface of his
Peirre Viansson-Pome
~z Story, Dave Dexter
work. We see through him
The Battle of Dienbienphu.
Music in a New Found Land, Jules Roy
messages in nature that we
might never have seen in our Wilfrid Howard Meiiers
SCIENCE-FICTION
SPORTS
ordinary kodachrome world.
Such artists can be lilc:e
Jim Clark at the Wheel, K;l~htDeep, Damon Francis
oracles.
James Clark

Student Art Works Offer
Images of Moving Nature
By Robert J. Harding
This week in the Magnolia
Lounge the mechanical abstractions of John Gee, graduate student, late of Minneapolis, vibrate their message
of splendid mid-20th Century
non-oil paint color from the
waIl.
And with just as much vibrarion the stone, the wood, the
welded metal sculpture and
drawing of Albert W. Goad
send messages of this local
sculptor's
sensitive skill
~hrough the gaIlery of the
Allyn Building.
Goad's .::hisel embraces
stone or wood with firm,
definitive love. There is, at
the same time, as much

Library Adds
Bach Cantatas
Phonogr2ph records received by the iiumanities Librarf:
Bach, J 0 han n Sebastian.
Cantatas: No. 59, "Wer mich
Hebet;" No.4, "Christ lag in
Todesbanden;'" No. 54. "Widerstehe doch der Sunde." Giebel, Adam, Thomas, Gewandhaus Orchestra. Electrola.
Cirri. Giovanni Battista.
Concerto in A for flute, cello.
and strings. Fasano. Virtuosi
di Roma. With Albinoni: Concerti for vioUn and strings;
Marcello: Aria in A for
strings; Pergolesi: •••Decca.
Haydn. Michael. Divertimento in G. Vienna octet members. With· Mozart: Divertimento No. 15 in Bb, K. 287.
London.
Herold. Louis Joseph Ferdinand. La fille mal gardee
(ballet). Lanchbery. Royal
Opera House orchestra. Covent Garden. London.
Prokof·ev. Sergei Sergeevich. Scythian Suite. Op. 20
(1914). Scherchen. Vieena
Symphony.

carving going on in the Gee
spaces of our current time.
His clamorous machines
are making sounds more
familiar than we might first
think. Those frozen airplanes
emblematically
bu z zing
across the magnitude of that
color-filled sphere sweep like
contemporary
ban s hee s
through our metaphorical
souls.
But Goad's lumps and bumps
on logs and stones, his
scratchings of the surface of
this old organic world, and
Gee's scraping together out
of his own need and curiosity
and playfulness the slick
machine-made,
untouchedby-human-hands color puts us
in mind of a certain, call-it-

La Escuela y EI Colegio

Aprenda la Cultura de Sus Vecinos
Todos los ninos qlle reciben
una educacion en la America
Latina van a la escuela, como
en cualquier otro pats. pero
algunas veces en vez de decirla escuela, Ie dicen colegio.
En realidad las dos palabras
son intercambiables y significan senclliamente una instituci6n de ensenanza .,rimaria
o secundaria para personas
entre las edades de cinco a
14 an09.
Al completar la prim aria y
secundaria pasan los estudiames a una esclieia preparatoria (0 bachl11erato) donde
siguen los estudios que conducen a la universidad 0 a un
instituto tecnologico. Al nivel
uni versitario por 10 general ya
no se usa la palabra "escuela"
para designar la divisi6n de
la instrucci6n entre los ramos
de especlalizaci6n que son el
derecho, la medicina, la
ingenierfa, las bellas artes,la
pedagogfa, la_s ciencias so-

elales y poUticas. filosoffa
y letras, las ciencias econ6micas y comerciales y orr09
campos 0 disciplinas. Aqu(.
por 10 general, se habta de
"facultades". pero de vez en
cuando sobrevive el uso de la
palabra "escuela" como en
el caso de la "Escuela Libre
de Derecho", la facultad m:{s
respetada para el estudio de
las leyes en M~xico. Es un
centro disociado de toda instituci6n de ensei'ianza superior 0 universitaria, de aU!

la palabra
"Ubre".
En
Mexico. tambi~n est{ la
famosa "Escuela de Bellas
Artes de San Carlos". la mas
antigua de las Americas para
el estudio y la ensei'ianza de
la pintura, la escultura. y los
orros artes plasticos. Sin embargo, como regia general. se
habla al nivel universitario y
de 1.1 ensenanza superlt)r de
institutos 0 facultades, y su
con junto se designa como
"universidad ...
Otro uso de la palabra

"colegio" es el que se ve en
el dirmino "Colegto de Contadores Ptiblicos," "Colegio
de M~dicos y Cirujanos,"
"Colegio de Abogados." Aqu{
ia palabra "colegio" no tiene
nada que ver con la enseffanza.
Sencillamente significa "asociaci6n
profesional". Es
decir. maIltiene su sentido
tattn orip;lUal de la palabra
~ que es una union
de personas interesadas en la
misma profesi6n. t) bien
"colegas" en el ejercicio 0
practica de una profesi6n.
"Colegio" en este caso
corresponde exactamente al
uso ingles en el "Royal College of Physicians and Surgeom'" 0 al frances del "ColIege de France." En Estados
Unidos se usa la paiabra "association" or "society"-.. American Bar Association,"
"Society
of
American
Engineers. "
A.G.B.
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WSIU Slates
Opera, Jazz
~Iormon Choir
Saturday
Bummin' Day opens at 8 a.m. in the Thompson Point Area.
Thompson Point is sponsoring a street dance
at 8 p.m. on the Thompson Point Drive.
The University Center Programmir1 Board
is sponsoring a record dance at 8:30 p.m.
in the Roman Room of the University
Center.
Savant will feature "Animal Farm" at 8 p.m.
in Davis Auditorium in the Wham Education
Builcing.
The Department of Music will sponsor the
performance of "Elijah" at 8 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
The Counseling and Testing Center will give
the Sophomore Tests at 8 a.m. in Furr
Auditorium in University School.
Student go' ernment will have a conference
all day in Rooms B, C, D and E of the
University Center.
The International Relations Club will sponsor a picnic at 5 p.m. at the Lake-on-theCampus.
The Thompson Point Recreation Department
will sponsor a canoe race at 1 p.m. at
the boat docks.
The Socialist Discussion Club will hold an
open forum "On the New Left" at 3 p.m.
in Room E of the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board

will sponsor horseback rid;.ng at the Little
Grassy stables. The bus Kill leave at
1:30 p.m. from the University Center.
Pi Sigma Epsilon will meet at I p.m. in the
Seminar Room of the Agriculture Building.
The Moslem Student Association will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Room E of the University
Center.

Sunday

Monday
Pi Sigma Epsilon will have a display from
12 noon in Room H of the University
Center.
Agricultural industry graduate students will
have a picnic at 3 p.m. at the Lake-onthe-Campus.

Peter Sellers Film
On WSIU Monday

keyed to the theme, "The
Great Society Challenges Correctional Education." The
program includes penal and
correctional education experts from throughout a wide
area.
Alexander was director of
the SIU Center for the Study
of Crime, Delinquency and
Corrections before his nomination by Attorney General
Robert Kennedy last year as
head of the federal prison
system.
Keynote address during the
conference's opening session
will be by Harold V. LangloiS,
warden of adult correctional
institutions in Rhode Island
and president-designate ofthe

10 a.m.
From Southern Illinois:
News, interviews, conversation and popular runes.

6 p.m.
Music in the Air: Melodies
for the dinner hour.
DONALD G. CANEDY

The Department of Music will sp<.flsor the
periormance of "Elijah" at 3:30 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
Student government will have a conference
at 11 a.m. in Rooms B, C, D and E of
the University Center.
The Chess Club will meet at 6 p.m. in the
Olympic Room of the University Center.
Intramural athletics will be featured every
day through June 5 at 4 p.m. on all playing
fields.

u.S. Prisons Chief to Address Meeting Here
Myrl E. Alexander, former
SIU faculty member I1/)W director of the Federal Bureau
of Prisons, will return to the
Southern campus to give the
closing address of a conference on correctional education
opening June 7.
His talk: will follow two and
one-half days of sessions

The smry of jazz will be
featured on WSIU's "Sound
of Mu..'lic," at 1 p.m. today.
Other highlig,ll<i today:

Canedy Will Share
Podium on Sunday

Sunday
Donald G. Canedy, assistant professor of music and 10 a.m.
Salt Lake City Choir: MUsic
director of bands, will share
from the Mormon Taberconducting
responsibilities
nacle.
with several graduate assistants when the SIU Wind Ensemble presents its spring 8:30 p.m.
Opera: "War and Peace,"
concert at 4 p.m. Sllnday, in
by Prokofieff.
Shryock Auditorium.
Canedy will conduct only
Monday
the last number of the concert, Vincent Persichetti's
7:30 p.m.
"Divertimento for Band:'
Return of the Sound: Music
The other conductors will
the listener may recognize,
be Robert C. Rose, a partbut not identify.
time music teacher from Shelbyville; Samuel A. Floyd. from
Tallahassee,
Fla.; and Mi- 8 p.m.
Gateway to Ideas: "The
chael D. Hanes, from Salem.
Protestant Ethic Today"
Byron D. Gregory of East
will be the discussion topic
St. Louis will be the clarithis evening.
net soloist.

A mer i can
Correctional
Association.
Main program topics for
the 14th annual conference
include a critique of correctional education, federal aid
to corrections and problems
of correctional institution libraries. A special study group
from the SIU Department of
Design will present an "ideal"
library design.
wed. - thur. - frio - nites
The conference, to be held
in the University Center, is
sponsored by the SIU Center
for the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections and
the SIU DiVision of university!;;:;::;:;;;:;;;:;:;;;;;;;;::::;;;:::;:::;;;;;;;::;;:;:;;:;;:;;;;;:
Extension in cooperation with
tbe Correctional Education
Association.
ONE TIME ONLY TOHITE AT fl.OO P.M.

bernice say••••

DANCE

The wave of unrest which
has recently struck American
university campuses will be
discussed at 7 :30 p.m. Monday
on WSIU-TV's "America's
Crises: Semester of Discontent."
Other highlights:
LAST TIMES
TODAY
5 p.m.
What's New: Pi close look 1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
at small insects, and a visit
to Grand Teton National
Park.
7 p.m.
The World of Music: The
young American Marilyn
Horne sings the works of
Rossini and Bellini.
8:30 p.m.
Continental Cinema: "Battle ofth~ Sexes," ln English
comedy featuring Peter Sellers in a story taken from
James Thurber's "The Catbird Seat."
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEONESDAY

r-----------..,.----------....,

213 e. main

VARSITY LATE SHO
BOX OFFICE OPENS 10: IS P.M.
ALL SEATS $1.00

VARSITY

Pledges Elect Officers

The spring pledge class of
Delta Zeta social sorority
elected Mary L. Anderson
president.
Other officers are Diana
F.
Armstrong, secretarytreasurer; Kathleen S. Holleran. historian; and Sharon
Kay DeZutti, art chairman.

HORSEBACK
RIDING

8 p.m.
Jazz and You: Outstanding
jazz musician.

The unconventional
love affair
that began

GLENN FORD
and
GERALDINE PAGE
in
"DEAR
HEART"

at a
convention
in New
York

HALLELUJAH
THE
HILLS
HALLELUJAH
THE
HILLS
CI:E~~R~::SE
liThe wildest and wittiest
comedy 01 the season."

"Th. weirdest,
wooziest, waclciest

N. Y. TiMES

comedy of 1963./1

•

S'-50 hour trail rid. ~ day S6
trOil ride all day $10

fi

TIME MAGAZINE

LAKEWOOD PARK

:1:'

7!A

-...

1 mi. postd_
ern Orchard
Lak., Colt 9.3678
. for information
at

A~IG[lA
mRICIABAR"'·CHARLESGR..E....
1\ L lA~JSBURY
I'
HENRY MANCINI
",,'''''''''.j TAD MOSEL .......,ed., MARTIN MANUUS £>,«,.. .,DELBERT MANN
PIIUI!_ .,.WARNER BROS. •

CoS"m •• BARBARA NICHOLS

Peter H.

starring
Beard 0.4 Sheila

Finn

Ie

The ALL-AMERICAN Comedy
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But Delay Is Possible

'BOY, IS THIS DISCRIMINATION!
LET'S GO OUT AND DEMONSTRATE!'

Space Rendezvous
Is Astronauts' Goal
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
- Astronaut Edward White will
attempt to approach to within
20 feet of his orbiting booster
rocket when he steps into
space from the Gemini 4
spacecraft next week, the
space agency said Friday.
Officials said White and his
astronaut partner, James D.
MCDivitt, are to practice the
world's first man-in-space
rendezvous mission during
their four-day flight scheduled
June 3.
They also disclosed that
White will be the first spaceman to use a gas-powered
maneuvering unit to helt>

propel him outside his orbiting spacecraft.
The report came as technicians worked to replace a
defective battery in the Gemini
4 spacecraft.
The battery forced postponement of a simulated flight
planned Friday and officials
said there was a slight possibility that the trouble could
delay the launching date.
However, they were optimistic tiIat the scheduled
could be met, barring unforeseen difficulties. They expected to have the trouble
corrected by Saturday
morning.
Warren North, of the space
agency's flight crew suppon
di vision, outlined this plan
for the rendezvous attempt.
Sweeping ovec the Indian
Ocean during the first orbit,
the astronauts will begi.i to
depressurize the spacecraft
cabin and pressurize their
space suits. Over Hawaii,McDivitt will maneuver the
spacecraft to within 25 feet
of the second stage.
White will open his hatch
and at a point west of Guaymas,
Mexico, he will leave the ve-

Valtman. Hartford Times

h
,. T
7U
;II h d
}o nson vrfYes l~ew luet 0 S
rVor Uem:ftnhe.n
..or • CDeacekeep:ng
~.

j

~~j

~

hicle. That ~i1l o:.aboutthree
WACO, Tex. (AP) _ Preshours after aunc mg..
.
ident Johnson urged Friday the
w~~:ng ~~l ma:~~l~rm~:t'::t~ creation of new inter-Ameritoward the second stage, which can machinery to keep !:be
7
I
d 10 f
. peace and guard against
is 2 feet ong alln be
~et l~ "forces of slavery and subdiameter,
and wi lights.
equ
l p p e . . in the Western
with
two flashing
The version
astronaut will carry a 35 mm Hemisphere.
movie camera to take pictures
"When hours can decide
b k
d the fate of generations, tbe
of the earth, star ac grou~, moment of decision must bethe booster and the spacecr t. come the moment of action,"
After 10 minur~t!;. over Johnson said in a commenceFlorida, White wil
gtn returning to the spacecraft. Tbe
cabin will be repressurized
n lans Ie
and the suits depressurized.

200 I d·

D·

I

5;;:;;:;;~::=~::'~:":::::~:::=:':::~ In Mine Exp osian

NEW DELffl. India (AP)An explosion so powerful it
wrecked houses and killed men
on the surface shattered a coal
mine near Dhanbad Friday.
More than 200 miners
perished and it was feared
another 200 were trapped or
dead.
Fire broke out tonight in the
mine, and it appeared flames
and smoke were condemning
many trapped men to a fiery
death.
"It is very bad," a Ministry
of Labor spokesman said.
"The flames are driving the
rescue teams out."
The official death toll in the
east Indian disaster was
"more than 200." But unofficial reports reaching New
Delhi said about 375 men already were known dead. It
was feared the toll would rise
to more than 400.

"Woody Allen, I Love You"

Negroes March
'For Freedom'
In Mississippi

I

..

ment address at Baylor University.
He did not define the type
of international peacekeeping
machinery he wants. Presum ably, however, he would
like to see member nations of
tbe Organization of American
States pledge in advance to
make troops available immediately to deal with any
crisis such as that in the
Dominican Republic.
Johnson hailed the creation
of an inter-American peacekeeping military force in the
revolt-racked Dominican
Republic.
"This may be the greatest
achievement of all," he said.
Johnson announced that he
issued orders Friday morning
for the withdrawal of 1,700
more U.S. troops from the
Dominican Republic, bringing
to 3,300 the number recalled.

Brazilian to Head
Dominican Force
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic CAP) - Gen.
Hugo Panasco Alvim a
Brazilian army officer, is arriving today to take command
of the inter-American military force, but it will remain
essentially in U.S. hands.
Lt. Gen. Bruce Palmer,
commander of the U.S. forces
in the Dominican Republic,
said Friday he, as Alvim's
deputy, will keep tactical
control.

BRANDON, Miss. (A?)
Neg r 0 marchers plodded
through central Mississippi's
piney woods country Friday
toward this county seat town
where they will try to register for voting Saturday.
The 14-mile "march for
freedom" began at a tiny
Negro church north of here
at mid-morning. It proceeded
without incident along State
Rt. 471 - a humid ribbon of
blaCKtop through the red clay
hills.
About 100 persons were in
the civil rights procession.
They expect to be joined for
the final mile Saturday by
James Farmer, national director of the Congress of
Racial Equality.
State troopers and Rankin
County sheriff's deputies kept
a close watch as the marchers
proceeded through the sparsely populated countryside.
"We'll continue to protect
them all the way to Brandon,"
said a deputy. "We're not expecting any trouble and we're
not going to let any happen."
"We're marching against
the entire voter registration
of Mississippi and the seating
of the Mississippi congressional delegation, especially
Prentiss Walker," said one
marcher.
Rankin County - just east
of Jackson, the state capital
- is in the district represented by Walker, the state's
first Republican congressman since Reconstruction.

Nine (;1's Killed
In Chopper Crash
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) - A collision of two U.S.
Army helicopters in flight
killed nine Americans and injured two seriously at the Bien
Hoa air base Friday.
Flaming wreckage was
scattered at the base, where 27
died May 16 in a series of
bomb explosions officially
called accidental.
Sister ships of the IISth
Helicopter Co. - one rising
from its pad and the other
descending on a trip from
Saigon - smashed into each
other only 50 to 100 feet in
the air. Other airmen of the
company rescued the injured.
The accident came on a day
of relatively heavy action in
the ground war, sustained air
strikes against Communist
Nonh Viet Nam and a rise
of religiou;; factors in Saigon's
current political crisis.
Viet Cong guerrillas staged
their first serious attack on
defenses of the U.S. Marine
beachhe?d at Chu Lai, 52 miles
south of Da Nang, and subsequently cut Highway 1 between those s t ron g hoi d s
during clashes with government troops in at least
nine areas. They were reponed to have partly destroyed one or two bridges.
One lI.larine was killed and
10 were wounded in the brief
opening fight, six miles west
of Chu Lai.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDozT" keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDozisfaster,handier,more
reliable. Absolutely not habit-

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets..

CAMPUS SHOPPING eDna
PHON E 549·3560
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St. Louis Cardiac Specialist
Speaks to 100 Area Nurses
More than 100 southern Illinois nurses attended a daylong seminar Thursday at SIU
in which Dr. Alex Hartman
Jr., a leading St. Louis heart
speCialist, described the latest advances in diagnosis of
congenital cardiac defects.
Dr. Hartman, cardiac speCialist at St. Louis Children's
Hospital and assistant professor of pediatrics in the Washington University School of
Medicine,
described
diagnostic techniques.
These techniques, described by Dr. Hartman, enable heart surgeons to determine the type of defect
a patient has, and possible

surgical procedure. He said
modern heart-lung
pumps
have given the heart surgeon
much longer periods of safety in which to operate.
Introducing Dr. Hartman to
the group was Dr. Eli Borkon
of Carbondale, director of the
Illinois Heart Association. He
told the seminar audience 58
per cent of all deaths in the
state during the past year
were from cardia-vascular
disease.
The SIU meeting was sponsored jointly by the Illinois
Heart ASSOCiation, the Division of Services for Crippled
Children and the Illinois Department of Public Health.

!Ioa.:

SINGERS-Student soloists for the oratorio "Elijah" are, left to
right, Sharon R. Huebner, soprano; Brenda L. Bostain, contralto;
Edward T. Blake, tenor; and Catherine J. Beauford, soprano. Understudies, continuing frolll left to right, are Georgia C. 8011meier, contralto; Robert Moeller, understudy for Elijah; and Lawrence R. Lubway. tenor.

156-Voiee Chorus

'Elijah' Oratorio Set to Play
Tonight, Sunday in Shryock
Felix Mendelssohn's "Elijah," an oratorio from the
words of the Old Testament,
will be performed at 8 p.m.
today and 3:30 p.m. Sunday
in Shryock Auditorium.
Student soloists in "Elijah" are Sharon R. Huebner,
soprano; Brenda L. Bostain,
contralto; Edward T. Brake,
tenor; and Catherine J. Beauford, soprano (the youth).
Understudies for the student soloists are Georgia C.
BoHmeier, contralto; Robert
C. Moener, urderstudy for
Elijah; and Lawrence R. Lubway, tenor unde':stucy.
Guest
solcist
will be
Thomas Pyle, baritone With
the Robert Shaw Chorale. who
will sing the role of Elijah.
"Elijah" is composed in two
parts and scored for soloists,
chorus and orchestra.
The characters include Elijah, the prophet; Ahab, king
of Israel; Jezebel, the queen;

Baptist Group
Picks New Officers
The Baptist Student Uni/:?n at
SIU selected officers for
1965-66 at its annual spring
banquet, held Saturday at
Little Grassy. William Shahan, a junior majoring in
languages, lIIas installed as
president. John Crenshaw was
named vice president and
Karen Richardson was chosen
secretary.
Other new officers are
Cathy Dunn, chapel chairman;
Kar:i. Maple and Harold Keistler,
enlistment chairmen;
Norma Barrow and Paula
Smith, social chairmen; SheHa
Bates, international student
chairman;
Ronald Derry,
stewardship chairman; and
Ray
Wheatley, devotional
chairman.
Also ins t a II e d w ere
Georgina Phillips and Norma
Meyer, missions chairmen
and Amber Hewette and Frosti
Croslin, interfaith chairmen.

Miss Pelerson. Pols
Announce En~a~emenl
Delta Zeta Sorority announces the engagement of
Karen L. Peterson to
Michael D. Pols, Phi Epsilon
Pi.
Pinned: Judith A. DeLap
to David B. Linn, Sigma Pi;
and Marsha L. Purdum to
Michael R. Besant, Delta Chi.
Lavaliered: Judith A. Pate
to L.arry N~ Saxe, 'Delta Chi.

Obadiah, governor of Ahab's
house; the angel, messenger of
the Lord; the widow of ':l\~
prophet; and the youth, a servant of Elijah.
Robert
W.
Kingsbury,
director of chairs, will conduct the 156-voice chorus and
the 53-member orchestra in
the oratorio.

Charcoal
Picnic Sets
4 PLATES
4 CUPS
12 UTENSILS

WSIU Television
Summer Schedule
To Start Tuesday
will start its
summer schedule on Tuesday
and will broadcast each day
at 4:30 p.m.
Gene
Dybvig. WSIU- TV
operations manager, says
daytime instructional programs for schools in the
Southern Illinois region will
resume on Sept. 13.
Some of the evening features
during the summer include a
series of British Broadcasting Company dl"amaa. three
documentaries on American
artists, re-runs (If MIltional
Education Network oISymphonies and a series' 6f halfhour filmed shows on "The
Creative Person:'
"Jazz
.Casual," a series of halfhour jazz performances, will
be shown at 8 p.m. on Thursday nights beginning the last
week in June.
Special events productions
include live coverage of SIU
commencement exercises in
both June and August, which
will also be re-run on videotape the following nights.

WSlu- TV

Student Workers
To Stay on Jobs
Until End of Term
The Student Work Office has
announced that studellts who
are presently working in University jobs are expected to
work until the term is
completed.
Students who fail to complete the term will be ineligible for work for at leaRt two
terms, and cannot be referred
to or approved for another job
until cleared by the work
office.
Raymond P. Dejarnett, assistant director of the Student Work Office, said that
man) students are taking advantage of the coming summer vacation, using it as an
.excuse to quit. their jobs 00.fore the term is over.:

.75

20#
(Plastic)

.29

Insulated Glasses 6/.48
Plastic Cups
.05
Boat Cushions
2!SS
Life Preservers

2.77
2.97

CHILDRENS
ADULTS

PLUS
BRING THIS COUPON WITH YOU

THERMOS JuGS
OUTDOOR GRILL

%" HOSE

(1 gal.)

(Collapsible)

{SO ft.}

BISSEL RUG CLEANER

1.19

Reg.
1."9

4.49

Reg.
5. SO

1.49

Reg.
1.79

2.98

Reg.
3.98

Also stop at our grocery store
for your picnic food.

HUNTER CORP
405 S. Illinois

205 W. Chestnut

Pase 10
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Peace Corps Trainees Learn
N\epalese Through Play-Acting
Peace Corps trainees at
Stu are play-acting as they
ready themselves for work
in the rugged terrain of Nepal.
Since March, 43 young men
and women have been undergoing rigorous 'instruction at

You
neecl
the
besl

Stu's Little Grassy facilities.
They study, take physical
training, eat dhal bhat (a rice
dish), and learn (0 talk the
Nepalese language by roleplaying.
"Role - playing
s imp 1 y
means learning the language
by setting up situations like
those the trainees will find in
Nepal, then having them elJgage in conversations in
Nepalese that pertain to the
Situations," explained Mike
Lanigan, camp director.
The group is preparing (0
leave here on June 4. They
will go first to Hawaii for
three weeks before departing
for Nepal. Upon arrival in
Nepal, they will have to hike
from severai days to three
weeks
to get to theil
destination.

Karlin to Advise
Uruguay Officials,
Reading Planners
Rotert Karlin, director of
the Stu Reading Center, will
travei to South America this
summer to serve as a consultant to the Min'stry of Education in Uruguaj.
"The purpose of the trip;'
Karlin said, "is to help establish graduate programs, to
formulate problems in research in reading, and to make
recommendations for the establishment
of
reading
centers."
The trip is sponsored by
the Fulbright program. Karlin
will be in Uruguay from June
15 until Sept. 15.
At the second international
conference on language disabilities for Latin America
SIU Mi!:N WANT A GIRL JUST LIKE THE GIRL THAT MARRIED in Montevideo. Uruguay, from
DEAR OLD ARTHUR MILLER
July 4 to July 10, Karlin will
38-2 "_36 W'lth 115 IQ
preTshent two pa,pers.
'to
ey are 'Curricula for
Specialists in Reading;' and
"The Organization and Administra~!on
of
Reading
,4
r.
TF7~ l
111
•
Centers.
rI.
'J
Karlin, a native of New
'York City, came to stu in
By Joe Cook
addition she must be a, good 1959. He holds a Ph.D. degree
Girls. do you have the qual- ~~~_ who knows how to'make from New York University.
ities that make you Wife material to the SIU men students?
Ron McCartney, afreshman
If you do, you might be mar- from Belleville, believes that
ried any day now.
a girl must have a good body
There is one fact. bowever. and a good sense of' humo.r,
that the SIU coeds should re- wbile Ron Boneau, a freshRobert Jacobs, dean of inmember. Don't remind him of man from Collinsville, is t.~rnational programs. will
his mother. or you're likely looking for what he calls "an s~ak at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
to live to be an old maid. all-around girl," whatever in Morris Library Auditorium.
SIU men have nothing that means.
His talk, sponsored by the
against their mothers. except
Jack Stengel, a junior from International Relations Club,
that so few of us have mothers Rock Island, lists tbe most will deal with SIU's expanding
of the Ann Margret. Tuesday important quality a girl should program in Africa and Asia,
Weld or Carroll Baker type. have as the desire to have fun, in relation to the problems
While most men agreed in although he admits he's hav- which confront developing
an informal survey that looks ing too mucb fun to be look- nations.
aren't everything, most ing too hard.
l acobs has traveled widely
agreed that it helped.
Jerry Roesner. a junior in the last few years helping
However. there are other from
Geneseo thinks that set up and supervise SIU's
important qualities that co- thoughtfulness was tbe most educational
programs
in
eds must have before they important characteristic he Africa and South Viet Nam.
can be conSidered fit for mar- feels a girl should have. He
riage by SIU men.
too isn't looking for one at International Club Sets
Norm Moss, a junior from the moment.
Foreign-Flavo r Picnic
Decatur, is looking for a girl
Two men who have apparthat is Sincere, ambitious, in- ently found their future wiv,es
The International Relations
teHigent and good looking, (not are Rich Kline, a junior from Club is sponsoring a picnic
necessarily in the order of Fairfieid and Howard Bode, a with an international flavor
importance).
at 5 p.m. today at picnic area
junior from O'Fallon.
Norm Laurent, a senior
They listed sincerity, un- 5 at Lake-on-the-Campus.
from St. Anne, believes that derstanding and intelligence
The club will furnish hama girl he conSiders Wife ma- and good luoks as their cri- burgers, potato chips and
terial should have the fol- teria.
drinks. Guests have been
lowing traits: (1) nice !c0kSteve OpP. a freshman from asked to brin!l; an international
ing with a good build. (2) easy DuQuoin, has a special cri- dish.
to get along with. and (3) teria for judging a girl that
maturity. Laurent pointed out he considers Wife material. "I
that he's not looking too hard just look at a girl and try
now for a girl with these to picture what she will look
characteristics. preferring to like 20 or 30 years from
remain single for three or now;' he said.
four more years.
Tom Laurent, a freshman
Jerry DeSpain. a senior
and a
younger brother to from Denver. Colo. seemed to
Norm, is not quite as choosy sum up hIs feelings and the
as his brother.
general feelings among the
• He said he's looking for a men on campus best.
girl that is halfway good look"The girl must be ma~ure,
ing with a pretty good person- Sincere and have an appreality and one that likes to ciation of the finer things of
have a fairly lsood time.
life. She must have good comMike Peck, a junior from mon sense, be realistiC and
Clear to partly cloudy and
Syracuse, N.Y., was a little fun to be With. She must have
more specific in what quali- many interests and think for mild Saturday with highs in
ties he was looking for in a herself and when I find one the 70s. According to the SIU
girl.
that's ideal I'll marry her." Climatology Laboratory, the
He's searching for one thO
"Southern offers a fairly high for this date is 98, set
has the measurements of 3& good
c hoi c e,"
DeSpain in 1926, and the low is 41,
set in 1964.
•••lin. .cioncluded.
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ALL TYPES

ePop
eFolk

besll
If you e"Peet fa I..... yo ... b••t
on campus, then the only plac.
to hov. you. hal. cut o. trimm ....
I. th" V.sity Building Barber
st.ap.

-ecJU8ica1

NEEDLES
FIT ALL MAKES

Stop by ... d ._ elth .. Chuc",
Dlc", a. Ho_d Isaacs, fa.
that all-ora.... d e .... pus look.

eDiamond
-Sapphire

Varsity BuUdin§
Barber Shop

Williams Store
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Who cares what you smoke?
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For your satisfaction,
we carry the most
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Southern Illinois.
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A-l TAPERS at
I.
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~bt ~quirt ~bop1Ltb.
Murdale Shopping Center

SIU Men A re Broad-Minded
bout.L' utare ", e luatena I

Jacobs to Speak
On Africa, Asia

Today's
Weather
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3 Netmen to Enter Evansville Open

JOHKHOTZ

GENE vr-iCENT

Baseball Is Scheduled
Here Today After All
Switch gears again. There second baseman Al York .318
will be baseball this afternoon and short stop Jim Murphy
at SIU after all.
.317.
The Salukis and St. Louis
Meanwhile. SIU will have
University have decided to go four or five .300 hitters in the
ahead with their doubleheader lineup. depending on whether
after having planned to make Vincent or Hotz goes to the
a Memorial Day attraction of mound in the first game.
it. Game time is 1 p.m.
Right fielder Kent Collins
The switch in plans came leads the groupwith.436, Violate Thursday. after the Billi- cent follows at .360, left fieldkens clinched a spot in the er Al Peludat .344, first baseCollege World Series June 7. man Paul Pavesich .340 and
The Bills dealt Big Eight center fielder John Sievel at
chdmpion Missouri a pair of .330.
5-4 looses in district play to
Rounding out the SIU lineadvance to the finals of the 8- up will be Bill Merrill (.250)
team major college tourna- catching, Gib Snyder (.230)
ment.
second base, Dennis Walter
The two-game sweep elim- (.253) short stop and Bob
inated a third game, which at Bernstein (.283) third base.
last count was scheduled for
this afternoon. Thus the Bills
a U IS ,ea ylng
were free to keep their engagement here.
If past history means any-,
.
,
thing. the St. Louisans m~y m;no~~~,~~ ~~~~~o~c~~~!d
not appreciate the opportum- this wt!ekend but !hey'll be
ty. They have won only ~o of busy
preparing tor next
10 conte.sts from SlU 10 t~e Thursday's CentralCoHegiate
last
mne
years. TheIr Championships at Milwaukee.
lu~k may not be any better
Six membersoftheSIUl~am
thIS year.
'
SIU has won 17 of 19 games are e~ected to c.ompete. l~d
o far 10 ing only to Big Ten by mde entry BIll Cornell.
s
!
s .
Al Ackman. a sophomore from
c!Jamplon OhIO State and Par- Robinson. will also run the
sons College. An~, the. S~~- the mile. Gary Carr, Jerry
k~s . have
theIr bIg t 0 Fendrich and Robin Coventry
pltch10g staff well r~sted.
are scheduled to compete in
Fastballer Gene V10cent an~ the 440.
control a~e J ohn ~otz. haven t
Joe Beachell will compete in
worked smce turmng In mas- javelin. The mile relay ream
terful performances a week of Co v e (j try
Fendricn
ago.
.
Cornell and Ca';r will be th~
. The BIlls are also old favor- only other SIU entry.
ltes of the two. Each of them
After the Milwaukee event
w~ested . a vic.tory f:r:om the the Salukis will have only on~
Mls~ounans 10 SIU s Me- meet,
the United States
monal
Day doubleheader Track and Field Federation
swe~p last year.
Championships at Bakers. V.I~cent won. the opener 3.- 1• field. Calif., June 11 and 12,
bmlt10g the Bills to four hIts, before competing in theNCAA
while Hotz took the 8-1 sec- championships June 17 18
ond game, scattering five hits.' and 19
'
They went on to pitch SIU to
•
the Mid-East regional col- Can, lJrice,.. Read.r
lege division tournament ti- For l~--IU '500'
tIe. This year they again hope
._...,..,
to use the Bills as springINDIANA PU LIS (AP)
board to another Champion- Weary mechanics tightened
ship.
the last safety bolts Friday
The
Salukis
will open on about a million dollars'
tournament play Thursday worth of racing machinery
against Ohio Wesleyan on the which 22 veterans and 11
SlU field.
rookies will drive Monday in
The Bills are far from a the 49th 500-mile Memorial
team to take lightly. though. Day auto race.
They were rated 15 in the most
The last chance to check out
recent Collegiate Baseball the cars at racing speed will
magazine poll and Won the be carburetion tests todayand
Missouri Valley Conference it appeared all 33 qualifiers
championship for the third would be ready.
year in a row.
Veteran Rodger Ward's last
They'll bring a 23-5 record chance to start evidently
into today" s games. Going into vanished when it was reported
the playoff With the Tigers, the car wrecked last Saturday
right fielder Carl Gentile was by Lloyd Ruby. third-place
pacing the Bills' hitting attack finisher last year, would be
with a lofty .430 average. ready for a shakedown in the
Five other Bills were also carburetion period.
over the .300 mark. Catcher
Joe Gegg hits .351, third base- Shop Wi~. DAlU' E(iYP'PlAN.
man· Getry·:· Boehmer .331,
Adnr"~ ....
first baseman Tom Daly .329,

S I k· Rd·

Three tennis players from
Southern, Bob and Mike
Sprengelmeyer and Jose Villarete. will be competir.g this
weekend in the 1965 Memorial
Day tennis tournament at
Evansville.
The tournament, which is
open to any amateur in the
country. is sponsored by the
Evansville Tennis Club.
Bob Sprengelmeyer was one
of two Sprengelmeyers on
SIU's
Coli e g e
Division
championship team. Heplayed
in the third position behind
Lance Lumsden and Pacho
Castillo.
Roy Sprengelmeyer. the
oldest of the three Sprengelmeyer brothers. competed in
the fourth position on the team
last year.

Mike Sprengelmeyer is a
freshman and the last of the
line of Sprengelmey·"r tennis
players. His coach, Carl
Sexton. believes he could become better than his two older
brothers.
Jose Villarete is also a
freshman and was the topranking high school tennis
player in his native country.
the Philippines.
In addition to the single
matches. Bob and Mike will
team up for the doubles
championship.
Since this is an open tournament. many tennis coaches
will also be competing in the
three-day event.
John Powless, University of
Wiscon::lin oc.lch, will be one
of the coaches competing.

BOBSPRENGELMEYER
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1961
yl .._

DOIt_'.

e..t ....
GoooI ......... C"1ftdltlon.

R_ _ I.....c . . . .u.t .....
688

C""7~""'5p.. .

For Track Meet

1959 Vol .......... blu •••odlo
..d .......... !xc.. I... _dlt.
1_. Mu.t b. IOld befo.....m·
- . S5SO.., ,,_ oft••• 4572335.
713
1959 MGA road.t.r. rag toP.
wi.. wh_I.. _Ire with ..d

I.........

College.

Contact at _
Coli L19-10S2

E.
705

FOR REMT
GI.I.-W ... t ... aI. conditioned
100.. for .umme.? Want_.
"horn. c_....... meal.? W...t
.......... rates?
Try Wilson
wh.r. yau c ... get a fDOm
wlthautmeal.fcr $120 a. a room
with 20 ...al. a _ ... for $2<40.
DlOp by ...d •••
at 708 W.
F ......... or call 457-5161. far
....... Infomootlon.
656

M_.

u.

HELP WANTED
1957 Tri...... &yel. 650 ec.
Exeell.t candllfon. new paint
and upholstety. $0195 or "est.
oHe..
C ...sh helmet•• Iz.
6 7/8-7 1/8. Coli 7-5563. 711

Cab drivers needed. Apply at
Yellow Cob oHlce. 215 S. 111I_Is. Must be 21 yeo•• old
...d have ChauHe.'. lic ... s ..

654
Hous. M.. SlU, Wln.. l..
xa-I.
3 ......ms, f .... lly
_ . fi .... lac•• go. heat. patio.
1307 W. $ch.'-'z. Call 4574610.
684
19S3 M..cury. New plugs. fuel
p....P. b. .... es. ca..... retor. $75.
Call L'"-..., 7-7'111 after 10:30
p.....
717
1964 H_do SO cc. ...d Y.... aho

a. J_.

110 cq Good candlt;<'n. Can·

tact AI
3-2614. ::-5. or
Jo. at )-7524. 8-10 p.... ]10

Trailer. » x 8; avcrila"le after
J.... 15.
Id. .1 for married
couple. Coli 457-·2271.
715
1965 Honda ISO. Low mileage.
Call 33416.
716

M-.y

_e••so".'"

1957 T ...i1 .... 35 .. 8. t_bed_ s o .... _ .... pric......
c ...s. of J .... graduation. 905
E. P ..... __ 32. ... call 5491393.
691

Ii...

1963 RCA portabl. _ _ ...
CDrd pi.."...
n _. b.st
offer. Can 457-4427.
6'11
1959 MercHes 8 ..... 1905 • .."
...... canditi_. prie. open.
Coli 457-8454..
696

WANTED
Mational co .......ation· • •_ ....
vocation .aming. prag..... of.
hors college .tud ... t. and hilla
.chool .... ior. full tim. sum·
Mer jobs. $87.00 pe. wee" .01.
ary; plus student. accllpt'" In
au. stud""t leocl.. dev.elopment
plOg..... will hay. the a ........n.
iry Ie ... alily for eomlng. In ex.
c ... of $HIO por w .... plus. ••
15 Sl000 .cholarship _ds.
3 paid vacations to Toltyo.
R.qui ..... ent.: Ag. 18 to 26,
avollobl. to _rio to Sopt.... be.
fift ....th. For Dppolntm..t call
>;'-3822. Mond.." thtu F,id.."
702
Gi,1 ne.d.d to .ha.e t_-;lirl
oi. conditioned trailer for summe.. Eo.t Pa.... $35 per month.
Call T eny 3-3254, 5 p.m. to
2 p.m.
714

Complete .et of u.ed drums.
Coli 7-6214.
706

SERVICES OFFERED
Driving truc" to K.... ka ......eo
end of t.rm.. Will to". cycle.,
clothing. etc. On. da,. service.
W.."..e or Lorry 7-5242.
699

Troil ••• 35 x II. T_ bod',)Qm,
nlc. shade.
Married eoupl.
pr.ferr.d. Parl.ed at Coylngton T.oiler Court, .pace _. 2
603 E. Colleg.. Phon. 549~7.
675

Air conditioned, two man apart.

ments, fully fumi shed.
en,

Kitch-

private bath, private en-

trance. Special rates Summer
term. Call 549-4259 D. 4578069 after 5 p....
709

;=...~:rm. Ca!~ti.:~tl~-'::.

ltory, 601 S. Washington. Call
4013 Elkville,
457-8085
Carbondale.
712·

R_ms for pi.I •• Th. 8 ....'ln!
Hous., Summ.. S85. Fall $101l
Coo"inll privilege •• Call 4577855. 505 W. Main
613

.""".r

Girls room. :~: rent,
... d fall. 2 "loch I _ ..=pus. Coo"lng privileges. Ph
7 -7960 o. inqulr. 611 S. Wash624
Ington.
Male students, p.lvote hornes
Lalte, beach, ho.seboc" rid.
ing.
Summ.. & Fall term.
One mile po.t .pillw..". Crab
Orchard Lalt..
Lalte_d
Pa....
657
T.crile. spaces, all under shade.
Across from VTI. Hickary Leaf
T.oil .. P ..... C_rvlll •• RR2.
Ph..... YuS-4793.
610

P.rtaItI. E___ TV ....
" ...... choftin. -.35-. c _
H....... it
at 7-6815.

-0;

.f....

Call Jail
692
La.ge house for ........... & fall.

1963 H ..I..".David_ motor
scaoter. ""ire.
Windshield
E",e.lI _ _ clition. Call Ro ....
n.., at 7-1953.
701
1960 Ducatl 200 cc. Phone 3·311" ..... 80iley Hall T.P~".105 ..
SlY or ....st off.r. .
.700

Foul' or five stuclents. air con.

LOST·
Small high schaal class ,ing
(gi.ls).
Blue sione, initials
D.L.H. Between Shryock & TP
.Call· : S49--3581L ~sk for. JI.....
Rewood.
"683

dltloned. dl ... _......
miles from campus.
457-8661.

Four
Phone
703

55 x 10 trailer, .ummer. Cars
l"gol
... d les. th_ one mile
from campus.

Air.conditioned.

ColLJeny, 549-2t15, 2-5 p.m.
.... .
..
681

SIU Gets $1 Million Building Grant From U.S.
SIU has received a $ I million grant from the federal
government to help build the
new Physical S'rience Building
now under consi:ruction south
of the University Center.
Rep. Kenneth J. Gray.
D-Ill •• announced Friday that
the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare had
made the grant to SIU through
the College Construction Act
of 1965.
The $1 million grant Is part
of $1l.2 million in federal funds
made "available to Illinois colleges and universities under
the $1.2 billion construction
act, Gray said.
SIU also has applied for
$200.000 to aid in construction
at the Edwardsville campus.
The entire Physical Science
Building project will cost an
estimated $7.2 million. The
first section, now under way,
will cost approximately $3.6
million,
Joseph J. Duffy Co. of
Chicago. goneral contractor.

has been working on the
foundation of the first phase
for several months. Thefourstory building will house the
physics, chemsitry and other
departments and will include
clas s room sand offi ce
facilities.
SIU is financing the building
largely through funds provided

by
the Illinois Building
Authority. The Authority loans
the money to the University.
and SIU repays it as rent to
the Authority from money proVided by general revenue.
In addition to the $1 million
in federal funds which have
been earmarked for the second
phase of the building. Gov.

Mea,29.1965
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fr:C~b~~!""t~:din;~~e~e~~ff~~:~
pitalized with" multiple cuts
and fractures.
One of the injured was Edwardsville Fire Chief Edward
Coolbaugh, who was working at
the campus on his Jay off.
The workers were pouring
concrete on the third floor of
a new communications building. A 20-foot section of the
wet conc.·ete collapsed a;:Jd
plummeted the men and con-

pageU
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Education Building, the SIU
Arena and the addition to
MorriS Library were finished
recently.
Nearing completion are the
new School of Communications
Building, the General Classroom Building and the first
phase of University Park. the
new student resident hall compie:/[ east of the Illinois Central
track.
FraMework for the School
of Tecunology complex. northwest of the SIU Arena, is
already up, and officials
indicated that work is progressing quite well.

Council Asks June 8
As Date for Election
The Student Council has
passed a bill calling for student elections to be conducted
June 8 in the manner and
form of the present constitution.
The ~ill must now be appr.oved by the administration
and the Board of Trustees.
The bill was passed to re-

2 Meetings Held
On Outcome of
SIU Referendum

PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUILDING - Constn:ction workers do the
groundwork to make way for the foundation of the first phase of
new Physical Science BUilding south of the University
Center.

sm's

Bummio" Days

Unusual Games and Races
Featured at Thompson Point
Fun and gameR!
A myriad of activities will
be in store for the residents
of
Thompson Point today
during the second annual
Bummin' Days festival.

7 I-Iurt in Construction Mishap
At Edwardsville Calnpus
EDWARDSVILLE, Ill, CAP)
-Seven persons were injured
Friday afternoon when part of
the third floor of a building
under construction ;;or the Edwardsville Southern Illinois
University campus collapsed.

Spor,.

Local News

Classes Out
Monday for
Memorial Day
Students at SIU will get a
brief holiday this weekend with
classes dismissed Monday. iIi
observance of Memorial Day.
Some deviation from the
normal routine w1l1 be noticed
in some of the University
f acHities.
Morris Library will remain
open on Memorial Day, with
the usual schedUle of 7 :45 a.m.
w 10:30 p.m.; however, after
5 p.m. only the south entrances
will be open, and services will
be restricrcd to the circulation
desk facilities.
Memorial being a national
holiday, civil service employes on campus will not work
Monday.
The Lake-on-the-Campus
recreational facilities will remain open on Memorial Day,
for students intere3ted in
beach activities.
The University Center will
be open during its regular
hours, from 7 a.m. until 11
p.m. The cafeteria will serve
from -; a.m. until 6:45 p.m.
The Oasis Room will be open
from 6 p.m. until 10:45 p.m.
The bowling alley in the Universi.ry Center will be open
from noon until 10:45 p.m. on
Memorial Day. The Olympic
Room will be open from 8 a.m.
until 10:45 p.m. The office and
bookstore in the University
Center will not be open.
The SIU Health Service will
be closed on Monday in observance of Memorial Day.
Emerger.cies will be handled
by Doctors Hospital.

Ouo Kerner's recommended
capital improvements budget
for SIU for 1965-67 include
approximately $2 million for
the second phase of the
building.
The Physical Science Building is the newest project in
sm's large-building program
at Carbondale. Th~ Wham

crete to the first floor of the
building.
S"IU spokesmen said the Recond floor had not yet been
installed. They said the metal
forms which braced the <.:oncrete apparenL:y gave way.

Private Collection
Shown in Center
A series of Latin American
post cards, a miniature
replica of the Equatorial
Monument In QUito, a pair of
sandals made of lizard leather
and other souvenirs are on
display in the case next to
the bowling aUey in the University Center.

Several unusual events are
scheduled for today. in addition to the golf and tennis
matches of Friday.
These are a bed race, egg
toss and turtle race. Other
events of today include badminte>n, volleyball, croquet.
horse
snoes, four-legged
race, canoe race and tug-ofwar.
Competition is" planned for
both teams and indhiduals.
According to David R. Williamson, recreation direcror
for Thompson Point, the purpose of Bummi[l' Days is to
celebrate l\"lemorial Day.
["earn trophies to be awarded today will go to the dormitories accumulating the highest number of points throughout Bummin' Days, and to the
i;'1'jj-:idual
teams
winning
volleyball games.
Individual trophies will ;)8
awarded to the winners of
Friday's golf and tennis
matches.
Bumming Days will close
tonight With a street dance
at Thompson Point.

The University Council met
With President Oelyte W.
MorriS Friday night in the
Renaissance Room of the University Center to discuss the
results of the recent referendum on student government.
Earlier in the day, a meeting
of the student body presidents
and student vice presider:ts
of both campuses. along with
the president of the University
Stl:dent Council, was held to
discuss the refere"dum.
i\[eanwhile, members of the
Rational
Action Movement
began circulating petitions
which they say will be presented to President Morris
at his office after a peaceful
march Wednesclay morning.
Alan C.
Purvis, RAM
spokesman, said the petitions
deal with the third alternate
proposed for last Wednesday's
referendum by the Student
Council but rejected by the
University
Council
and
adm inistration.
The alternative called for a
continuation of student government in its present form
until a change is approved by
the studems.
The two alternatives on the
ballot stated that a new student government must be
formed by the end of the fall
quarter of the 1965-1966 academic year. If a new go\ernment isn't formed by then,
there will be a reassessment
of student government.
Unly 512 students on the
Carbondale campus voted and
only :H 8 at Edwardsville. Alternate A. which originally
had been proposed by the ad
hoc committee to study reorganization of student government, received the most

flect the Council's position
concerning r.he recent student
government referendum. The
Council in an earlier meeting,
asked that another alternative
be added to the referendum
ballot.
The admInistration refused to add the alternative,
and the Council, in protest,
refused to help conduct the
election.
The number of students on
the Carbondale campus who
voided theIr ballots exceeded
the number of votes cast in
favor of either alternative in
the referendum. The voiding
of ballots was the result of a
hasty campaign by the opposition organized by the Rational
Action Movement.
The bill passed by the Council declared that the referendum. due to the number of
students voting and those who
voided ballots, was not a true
expression of the University
swdent body.
The Carbondale Student
Council. according to the bill.
"Feels that the pl'Jrality of
deliberate
voids
in the
referendum on student government reflects its position
that neither Alternative •A'
or'S' is acceptable to the
student body,"
The Council also passed
a bill commending the Southern Illinois::m for exhibiting a
high level of impartial journalism and a great degree of
campus involvement.
Another bill commending
the Daily Egyptian in a Similar
manner wastablE.d after several amendments and arguments by Council members.

Gus BOde

\·ote~.

In Carbondale. more ballots
were intentionally \'oided by
students protesting the reler.;?ndum than were cast for
either alternathe.
Alternative A calls for an
electicn next month of 24 students from Carbondale and 16
from Edwardsville to function
as the Student Council of SIU
until a new government is
agreed upon by the Fall Quarter of 1965-1966.

Gus assumes the proposed
new hangar at the SIl: airport
is to be a corwer.!ence for the
people on campus who insist
on hanging themselves.

